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Honnecker Bunker/Prenden/GDR

During the cold war period, Germany would very probably have been the main
battlefield in the eventuality of a third, nuclear, world war.
A huge leftover underground world of all sorts of bunkers from this era tells
about threat and fear, human psychology and belief in technical feasibility.
In contrast with monuments like old castles and fortresses, these are witnesses
of the past we would like to get rid of since they too painfully remind us of a
very recent '5 to 12'-moment, not unlike what we face today, albeit with
different threats. Photographs exposed at 12 different spots of the Konjic
bunker are references to the disappearing world below Germany.
The 'pre-apocalyptic mood' is what makes cold war bunkers so oppressing:
obviously people were able to deal with very real technical solutions within an
'end of the world' scenario, while at the same time they were obviously not
willing or able to face the full extend of this scenario, in which, of course,
these very expensive shelters would not make any sense at all.
Today, but this time with respect to other issues like for example climate
change, nuclear technology and culture clash, we see the same kind of behaviour
which is typical for us humans: instead of approaching complex subjects by
trying to understand the whole of their mechanisms, we are apparently only able
to focus on isolated aspects and solutions. As a typical product of our way of
dealing with fears and problems, these cold war bunkers are not at all “just
history”; instead they give us an opportunity to see ourselves in a mirror.
The idea of making a photographic documentation in
bunkers was born about 2,5 years ago when visiting
bunker' in Prenden, close to Berlin.
Unlocking the heavy bunker-doors opened a complex,
through, underground world, waiting to be explored

all kinds of cold war
the so called 'Honnecker
technically fully thought
and recorded in stills.

German cold war subterrania turned out to be a far bigger and more diverse
subject than expected. In addition to military- and government-bunkers many
civil-protection bunkers suddenly show up in parking-garages, subway-stations
and street-tunnels just around the corner. Starting in the sixties close to one
hundred complete hospitals were built in the German ground and even enough
newly designed paper money to establish an alternative currency should the need
arise, was hidden in a separate secret bunker. Moreover the bank-, train- and
postal services built their own bunkers, as did local governments, instructed
to do so by the German state.
Also additional communication networks were created in bunkers; underground
radio stations should help to avoid possible panic by informing or disinforming
the public. Private bunker-initiatives were state-aided.
More than 20 Years after the end of the cold war the threat has gone and with
the need to save money in times of crisis all budgets for the underground
“luxury” have been cut down. A phase of demolishing the traces of our young
history has started, the beginning of a race against time for a photographer
wanting to record this episode of the recent past.
Opportunities to see cold war bunkers are often self-organized in cooperation
with administrations or organized by private initiatives or associations.
Usually not being completely alone underground, often with more people around
waiting or standing in the way, a quick, flexible but also low-profile way of
taking photographs was essential and could only be achieved by not working with
flash nor tripod and also by using the same camera and lens all the time.
By additionally using comparable ways of composing the set of pictures taken in
24 bunkers on both sides of the iron curtain seems to come from one single
common similar world - an unknown world, so obviously big and strange that it
feels virtual, as if these are stills taken from a computer game.
Presentation:
36 interior-photographs (2008-2011) of 24 different German cold war bunkers
(12 bunkers / 18 photographs GDR & 12 bunkers / 18 photographs FRG)
mounted on frameless solid panels (66cm x 44cm) coated with matt folio.
Composed in 12 groups of 3 photographs each hanging on different locations in
the bunker according to the following items (see plan p.5):
(A) Air
(C) Communication
(D) Decontamination
(E) Entrance
(F) Food
(G) Gallery
(L) Leader
(O) Office
(P) Power
(R) Rest
(S) Strategy
(W) Water

Bunker / picture overview

pictures
Bunkers FRG
W01: Bunker
W02: Bunker
W03: Bunker
W04: Bunker
W05: Bunker
W06: Bunker
W07: Bunker
W08: Bunker
W09: Bunker
W10: Bunker
W11: Bunker
W12: Bunker

(west):
Ahrweiler - Ausweichsitz Verfassungsorgane der BRD
Urft - Ausweichsitz Landesregierung NRW
Oberreichenbach - Ausweichsitz Landesregierung BW
Cochem - Ausweichsitz Bundesbank
Erndtebrueck - Gefechtsfuehrungsbunker
Oldenburg – Hilfskrankenhaus unter Schule
Stade – Hilfskrankenhaus unter Feuerwehrstation
Bonn – MZA U-Bahnst. Hauptbahnhof - Zivilschutz
Bonn/Godesberg – Zivilschutzstollen
Berlin – MZA U-Bahnst. Pankstrasse
Hamburg/Steintorwall - Zivilschutzbunker
Ilbenstadt – Zivilschutzbunker

Bunkers GDR (east):
E01: Honneckerbunker Prenden - obj. 17/5001 - Hauptfuehrungsst. NVR
E02: Mielkebunker Biesenthal - obj. 17/5005 - Fuehrungsbunker MfS
E03: Bunker Freudenberg - obj. 7001 - Fuehrungsbunker MdI
E04: Bunker Harnekop - obj. 16/102 - Fuehrungsbunker MfNV
E05: Bunker Kunersdorf - obj. 17/448 - Funksendezentrale
E06: Bunker Wollenberg - obj. 301 - Troposphaerenfunkzentrale
E07: Bunker Garzau – obj. 02/206 - Rechen- & Organisationzentr. NVA
E08: Bunker Ladeburg - obj. 16/391 - Gefechtsstand Fla-Raketenbrig.
E09: Bunker Kolkwitz - obj. KBF GS31 - Gefechtsstand 1.LVD
E10: Bunker Fuerstenwalde - ZGS14 (Fuchsbau) - Zentr. Gefechtsst. LV
E11: Bunker Machern – Ausweichfuehrungsst. MfS Bez.Verw. Leipzig
E12: Bunker Halberstadt – Komplexlager 12 NVA + Zivilsch.
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www.ausweichsitz.de, www.berliner-unterwelten.de, www.hamburgerunterwelten.de, www.bunker-ilbenstadt.de
www.bunker5001.com, www.atombunker-harnekop.de, www.bunker-kunersdorf.de, www.bunker-ladeburg.de, www.bunker-garzau.de,
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architecture study (with diploma) at the TU Berlin
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working as an architect in more than 10 different architecture offices in Berlin, Paris and Amsterdam such as:
v.Berkel & Bos Architects (later UN-Studio) / Amsterdam,
Jean Nouvel, Emmanuel Cattani et Associés / Paris,
Brenac et Gonzales / Paris,
Engel und Zillich / Berlin,
Assman, Salomon & Scheidt / Berlin,
v.Dongen, Puljiz & Medic (‘de Arch. Cie’) / Amsterdam
+ others

1989 – 2004:

from 2004:

working as a photographer (mostly architecture) with own
studio

Clients:

architects:
De Architekten Cie.,
Meyer en van Schooten Architects,
Bosch Architects,
2012 Architecten,
Arons en Gelauf Architecten,
Loof en van Stigt Architecten,
JoustraReid Architecten,
M3H,
Loos Architects,
Marc Koehler Architects
+ many others
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architecture magazines:
NL:
A10, AWM, De Architect, ArchitectuurNL, DAX, Mark,
Frame, BNA-Blad
D:
Deutsche Bauzeitung, Baumeister, Methamorphose,
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other: Werk, bauen und wohnen (Switzerland),
L’architecture d’aujourd’hui, AMC (France),
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Escala (Brasil), C3 (Korea), A+U (Japan)
+ many others
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architecture books (monographs, specific items)
with architects and publishers
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independent photography-work
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